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1 Introduction

Elisabetta Di Nitto, Anne-Marie Sassen, Paolo Traverso, and Arian Zwegers

1.1 Context

Service-oriented computing (SOC) represents one of the most challenging promises to sup-

port the development of adaptive distributed systems. Applications can open themselves to

the use of services o¤ered by third parties that can be accessed through standard, well-

defined interfaces. The binding between applications and the corresponding services can

be extremely loose in this context, thus making it possible to compose new services on the

fly whenever a new need arises.

Around this idea a number of initiatives and standards have grown up, some of them

focusing on how such roles need to interact with each other, and some others on how to

engineer systems based on such a model and on how to provide foundational support to

their development. In particular, so-called service-oriented applications and architectures

(SOAs) have captured the interest of industry, which is trying to exploit them as the refer-

ence architecture to support B2B interaction. In this context, according to Forrester Re-

search, the SOA service and market had grown by $U.S. 4.9 billion in 2005, and it is

forecasted to have an interesting growth rate until 2010, with a compound annual growth

rate of 88 percent between 2004 and 2009.1

In this scenario, with the actual adoption of SOA currently being at the level of focused

experiments, a number of issues and challenges need to be addressed over both the long

and the short term. Some of them are the following:

n The need to support the governance of complex SOA-based systems
n The need to properly address physical and conceptual interoperability among di¤erent

integrated systems
n The need to properly guarantee the dependability of a system composed of parts owned

by third parties
n The need to build approaches that support the (self-) adaptiveness of applications built

upon the SOA model
n The opportunity to exploit distributed computational capabilities to achieve high-level

objectives



n The possibility to adopt the SOA approach in contexts di¤erent from the classical B2B

one and more oriented to the development of pervasive, multidevice systems.

In all these areas the research community is experimenting with di¤erent solutions and

approaches, and we are witnessing the evolution of a melting pot of ideas and intuitions,

coming from di¤erent fields, into more established and well-structured approaches. This is

why we were asked to provide an overview on what is happening in the research projects

funded by the European Community in this area, within the Information Society Technol-

ogies (IST) Sixth Framework Programme (FP6).2

The objectives of IST in FP6 are to ensure European leadership in domain-independent

as well as domain-specific technologies at the heart of the knowledge economy. IST aims

to increase innovation and competitiveness in European businesses and industries, and to

contribute to greater benefits for all European citizens. Thus, the focus is on the future

generation of technologies in which computers and networks will be integrated into the

everyday environment, rendering accessible a multitude of services and applications

through easy-to-use human interfaces. This vision of ambient intelligence places the user,

the individual, at the center of future developments for an inclusive knowledge-based soci-

ety for all.

Service-oriented computing is one of the research fields IST is focusing on, since it

embodies relevant challenges for the vision of ambient intelligence, and appears to be one

of the most promising topics for both research and industrial exploitation. For the projects

that have been involved in the writing of this book, IST has contributed 94 million euros

out of a total cost of these projects of about 153 million euros during 2002–2006. Such an

investment, together with the establishment of the NESSI technology platform on ser-

vices,3 shows the willingness of Europe to act as a main player both at the institutional

and at the industrial level.

This book shows how some of the most significant e¤orts funded by the European Com-

munity in the period when it was being written are addressing the open issues mentioned

above. The presentation is structured to cover di¤erent aspects related to the development

and operation of a service-based system. In the remainder of this chapter we briefly review

the terminology that is used in the rest of the book, we provide an overview of the layers

typical of a service-oriented application, and, finally, we outline the structure of the book.

1.2 Main Definitions and Terminology

As the various chapters of this book will show, services and SOAs can be used for pur-

poses ranging from the most common applications on B2B integration to pervasive and

autonomic systems. Of course, this means that the main concepts and definitions can vary

from case to case. We have been trying to keep a uniform terminology by selecting the

conceptual model for services (Colombo et al. 2005) developed within the SeCSE project

(see chapter 10) as a common reference, and we have discovered that it should be extended
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with new concepts in various directions to make it fully adequate to cover all concepts

introduced in the various contributions. Its main core, however (see figure 1.1), remains

unchanged, and represents the characteristic concepts of a service-oriented application.

Services, in the context of this book, always represent the production of some result upon

request. Such production is often performed by a software system that implements the ser-

vice. However, it could also be performed by a human being or by cooperation between

humans and computers.

In general, a service has a description associated with it. In the case of SeCSE such a

description is organized in two parts, one that is defined when the service is designed and

that contains all information needed to operate properly with the service (the service

specification), and another that can be optionally used to incorporate additional informa-

tion about the service. The service specification can include the signature of service opera-

tions, as well as behavioral constraints and properties, nonfunctional characteristics and

so-called SLA templates that define the structure of the service-level agreements that the

service can fulfill. The additional information contains information about the execution of

services and is usually fed by the service users or by a third party, for instance, the party in

charge of certifying the service. In SeCSE, service specifications and additional informa-

tion are organized in facets, each of which provides a piece of the whole information about

the service.

Figure 1.1
The core diagram of the SeCSE conceptual model
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As will be discussed mainly in chapter 4, services can be implemented by using technol-

ogies ranging, for instance, from Web Services to P2P and Grid Services. Also, they can

have specific characteristics, such as being dependable (see chapter 19) or collaborative

(see chapter 5), and therefore can be exploited by multiple users at the same time through

multiple interfaces and asynchronous and peer-to-peer interaction modes. Semantic ser-

vices have an associated ontological description, provided in proper languages such as

OWL-S or WSMO (see chapters 12, 13, and 14). Thanks to this description, the activities

that require discovering and assembling compositions of services are greatly simplified.

The explicit definition of semantics also allows the designer to focus more easily on a spe-

cific application domain, as happens in chapter 14, which focuses on services for the smart

home application domain. Finally, services can be conversational (see chapters 8 and 9), as

when they are used for business-to-business integration. In this context, interoperability

issues have to be addressed as well (see chapter 18).

Software systems implementing the services can be autonomic or self-adaptive, in the

sense that they are able to sense and adapt themselves, and their ability to o¤er services

under di¤erent environmental conditions (see chapters 2, 6, and 9). Discovery of services

also can happen by taking into account the environment and the context in which

services operate (see chapters 3 and 4). Finally, services can be created not only by devel-

opers but also by end users (see chapter 11), by providing tools that allow for an easy end-

user interaction.

1.3 Layers of a Service-Oriented Platform

Service-oriented computing is a research field that includes multiple aspects and facets. We

have classified the chapters in this book according to two di¤erent and independent taxon-

omies. The first one is developed by the NESSI platform.4 It aims to provide a unified view

of European research in services architectures and software infrastructures. This view will

be the basis for defining technologies, strategies, and deployment policies fostering new

and open industrial solutions and societal applications that enhance the safety, security,

and well-being of citizens.

The second taxonomy is ‘‘the SOC road map’’ (Papazoglou et al. 2006), which has been

developed by researchers in the service-oriented community. It aims at identifying the spe-

cific research challenges arising mainly in the area of service integration. It is therefore

more specific than the first one, and will be used to refine the classification of the projects

dealing with service integration. The rest of this section describes the two taxonomies in

more detail.

1.3.1 The NESSI Framework

Figure 1.2 shows the taxonomic framework of NESSI. It stretches from low-level infra-

structure considerations (e.g., dealing with large-scale resource virtualization) to high-level
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semantic considerations (e.g., supporting the definition and use of ontologies, reasoning

with situations, and representing intentions). The framework also addresses concerns that

span all these di¤erent levels of abstraction, covering cross-cutting issues such as security,

system and service management, and interoperability. Below, we provide some details on

the layers that are part of the road map. The reader should note that NESSI is using ‘‘ser-

vice’’ in a broad sense, including network connectivity, computing hardware, application

environments, and data and information, as well as application components.

Infrastructure The infrastructure domain aims at the virtualization of resources across

servers, storage, distributed systems, and the network. Infrastructures have to be designed

and implemented to be robust, fault-tolerant, and secure. From a user’s perspective, infra-

structures must be transparent (almost invisible) during the entire life cycle—allowing a

plug-and-play approach to infrastructure use as well as to Grid provisioning and operation

of services.

The internals of the infrastructure layer should be, in principle, completely transparent

to the services being executed on top of it. The upper layer can, however, gain advantage

from the Grid resource replication mechanisms and its autonomic capabilities for load bal-

ancing, clustering of similar/diverse components, and so on.

Service Integration In the NESSI vision, SOAs will become the primary architecture for

business systems of the near future. SOAs provide means to create complex systems in a

new modular way, simply by configuration and composition. This modularity will allow

reusability of published services by other applications within a virtual organization para-

digm. In this context, the general problem of configuring and composing a set of services,

at both the functional and the business levels, is a di‰cult one: dependable systems can be

built only from reliable configurations and compositions. Therefore, the service integration

layer also aims at providing tools and methods for configuration and composition in the

same way that existing CASE tools provide support for programming.

Figure 1.2
The NESSI framework
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Moreover, the layer should also support dynamic reconfiguration by allowing software

to be modified without stopping execution. The potential is great—dynamic reconfigura-

tion allows systems to evolve and extend without loss of service, thus meeting the demands

for high availability.

Semantics Semantics is a key element for the transformation of information into knowl-

edge. One way to build knowledge will be through advanced search engines that allow

fast search in a large body of unstructured data. Semantic Web technology based on ontol-

ogies will enable far more e¤ective machine-to-machine communication.

On the business process level, business modeling provides the semantics that is required

for business process management, process transformation, and intercompany cooperation.

In a knowledge-based economy, learning and knowledge management finally will have to

converge to a workplace utility.

Security and Trust Concern over security is one of the most significant barriers to accep-

tance of IT and digital services as a utility, becoming even more crucial in a highly dy-

namic environment. Security and trust in a utility-driven world can be achieved only by

an end-to-end perspective that addresses all layers involved. An example is the consistent

treatment of identity (of people, resources, and processes) balanced with mechanisms for

providing levels of privacy and anonymity where required by the legal or regulatory envi-

ronment or by user wishes. Related to this is the need for a practical yet rigorous approach

to trust in large distributed systems, as well as models and mechanisms for secure and

trusted interenterprise cooperation and cooperation in virtual organizations.

Management Services Central to the NESSI vision of a service-oriented utility are auto-

mated and autonomic management techniques for e‰cient and e¤ective management of

large, dynamic systems. These will include the following:

n Service life cycle management to support identification of components, their location, ne-

gotiation, and reservation, as well as their orchestration, configuration, and operational

management. Life cycle management will also have to support the withdrawal and release

of resources, accounting, and settlement.
n Trust, service-level agreements (SLAs), or contract management that deals with aspects

such as the agreement over Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning mapped to SLAs, flexi-

ble QoS metrics, and the management of QoS violation. In addition, common principles

for defining unambiguous SLAs that can be associated with a measurement and audit

methodology will be necessary in a commercial environment.
n Managing of the complexity (including emergent properties) of global-scale, distributed

ICT so that performance can be predicted and controlled.
n Mechanisms for controlled sharing of management information, end-to-end coordina-

tion, and performance prediction and management.
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Interoperability and Open Standards Interoperability, including the use of open standards,

when understood in its widest sense involves any kind of ICT at any level. It deals with

aspects such as interfaces between di¤erent systems, abstraction between layers, connectiv-

ity, standardized protocols, interoperability to support dynamic composition of services,

business process interfaces, standards for interenterprise cooperation, and integration with

sensors and other devices. Industry-developed open standards will constitute the key mech-

anisms to overcome the current interoperability problems that generate frustration and

distrust in new technology.

1.3.2 The SOC Road Map

The SOC road map (shown in figure 1.3) separates basic service capabilities provided by a

services middleware infrastructure and conventional SOA from more advanced service

functionalities that are needed for dynamically composing (integrating) services. It also

Figure 1.3
The SOC roadmap
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distinguishes between a layer for composing services and a layer for the management of

services and of their underlying infrastructure.

As shown in the figure, there are three planes. The bottom plane utilizes the basic service

middleware and architectural constructs for describing, publishing, and discovering ser-

vices, and the service composition and management planes are layered on top of it. The

perpendicular axis indicates service characteristics that cut across all three planes. These

include semantics, nonfunctional service properties, and quality of service (QoS). Quality

of service encompasses important functional and nonfunctional service quality attributes,

such as performance metrics (response time, for instance), security attributes, (transac-

tional) integrity, reliability, scalability, and availability. Delivering QoS on the Internet is

a critical and significant challenge because of its dynamic and unpredictable nature.

Figure 1.3 also highlights the importance of service modeling and service-oriented engi-

neering (i.e., service-oriented analysis, design, and development techniques and methodol-

ogies that are crucial elements for the development of meaningful services and business

process specifications). Service-oriented engineering activities help in developing meaning-

ful services, service compositions, and techniques for managing services. Service engineer-

ing is thus applied to the three service planes shown in figure 1.3.

1.4 Structure of the Book

The chapters of this book have been organized according to the taxonomy shown in figure

1.4. The taxonomy was obtained by merging the two visions and road maps described in

Figure 1.4
The structure of the book
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the previous section. Indeed, the SOC road map can nicely detail one of the layers of the

NESSI framework (i.e., the service integration layer).

The two projects that address the service infrastructure layer are BIONETS and PLAS-

TIC (chapters 2 and 3). The emerging trends toward pervasive computing and communi-

cation environments will make it possible for user-oriented services to interface directly

with the surrounding environment. This opens up enormous opportunities for context-

related services, but also poses problems related to the management of these complex net-

works and services. Chapter 2 describes the biologically inspired approach of BIONETS

on how to provide a fully integrated network and service environment that scales to large

amounts of heterogeneous devices, and that is able to adapt and evolve in an autonomic

way.

Pervasive computing will enable users to access information and computational re-

sources anytime and anywhere. Such a setup is highly open and dynamic: pervasive com-

puting systems should support ad hoc deployment and execution, integrating the available

hardware and software resources at any given time and place. Service discovery will thus

have an important role to play. Chapter 3 describes possible service discovery mechanisms

in pervasive, heterogeneous environments.

Chapter 4 (on the SODIUM project) also deals with service discovery and heterogene-

ity, but at the service integration level of the NESSI framework. It provides innovative

solutions for the description, discovery, and composition of heterogeneous services such

as Web Services, Grid Services, or P2P services. In fact, SODIUM proposes an abstraction

layer that hides the technical details of each service type from both developers and end

users, without altering or modifying the distinct properties and characteristics of the under-

lying technologies.

Chapter 5, which describes the results of SIMS, introduces the concept of semantic inter-

faces for defining the collaborative behavior of services and the goals that can be achieved

through collaborative behavior. Semantic interfaces are used to compose services and

to ensure compatibility between the collaborating parts of the services at design time and

runtime.

Chapter 6, which describes results of the MADAM project, proposes development

approaches for self-adaptable, context-aware applications based on separation of concerns.

Applications developed according to this approach dynamically optimize the end-user ex-

perience according to the context of the (mobile) user.

Chapter 7, which presents the results of the SENSORIA project, provides mathemati-

cally founded and sound methodologies and tools for dealing with the amount of flexibility

and interoperability needed in next-generation service-oriented architectures. SENSORIA

aims to support a more systematic and scientifically well-founded approach to engineering

of software systems for service-oriented overlay computers.

Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 all concern the foundation layer of the SOC road map, since they

provide basic principles and theory for describing and discovering services. Chapter 8,
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about the ASTRO project, covers a substantial part of the composition layer of the SOC

road map, focusing essentially on the provision of innovative and powerful orchestration

functionalities. ASTRO provides design-time support to composition, as well as runtime

support by allowing the monitoring of composite services.

Chapter 9, on WS-DIAMOND, concerns the management layer of the SOC road map,

since it describes a framework for self-healing Web Services.

The last category of project contributions to the service engineering issues identified by

the SOC road map and the service integration layer of NESSI is represented by the SeCSE,

OPUCE, and INFRAWEBS projects. All three projects provide useful principles and sup-

porting tools to develop service-oriented systems. Chapter 10 (SeCSE) focuses on service

description of both functional and nonfunctional properties of services, and how they can

be composed into dependable service compositions. Chapter 11 (OPUCE) describes how

end users can adapt and compose telecommunications services according to their needs

while they are on the move. It tries to bring Web 2.0 principles to the telecommunications

world. Chapter 12 (INFRAWEBS) describes a methodology and tools to develop seman-

tic Web Services, either by starting from scratch or by converting nonsemantic Web Ser-

vices into semantic Web Services.

Although placed in the semantics layer of the NESSI framework, chapter 13 is highly

related to chapter 12, dealing also with the development of semantic Web Services. In par-

ticular, it describes some of the results of the DIP project and shows the real potential of

semantics in a compelling real-world application in the e-government domain. Chapter 14,

about the AMIGO project, shows how semantics may be used to realize the ambient intel-

ligence vision of a networked home.

Chapters 15–19 deal with cross-cutting issues. Chapters 15, 16, and 17 deal with secu-

rity. Chapter 15 describes the ESFORS project, which has identified security requirements

for service-oriented systems and has done a survey on relevant research to address the

requirements. Chapter 16 describes a fine-grained access control proposed by the Grid-

Trust project that addresses the security challenges created by the next-generation grids

where computing and storage power and services are shared among a (dynamic) pool of

users. In chapter 17 the notion of security by contract (S� C), developed by the S3MS

project, is explained as a mechanism to create trust when nomadic users would like to

download services that are useful for their context at a particular moment.

Chapter 18 presents the contribution of the ATHENA project within the cross-cutting

issue of interoperability. In particular, ATHENA has developed an interoperability frame-

work and a reference architecture that relate the areas in which interoperability issues can

occur. They range from the business level down to the implementation level.

Chapter 19’s focus is on dependability. If service-oriented computing is ever going to be

used for mission-critical systems, the ability to prove the dependability of the system is

crucial. The DeDiSys project proposes dependability techniques for both data-centric and

resource-centric services.
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Chapters 20 and 21 present an outlook to the future. How will all these valuable results

be taken up by industry in order to create innovation and new jobs? In chapter 20, NESSI

explains how this industry-driven initiative plans to take up these results and to fill the

gaps.

Of course the issues that remain unsolved do not relate only to the industrial adoption of

the results that have been developed so far. Basic research still needs to be further devel-

oped. In order to support this e¤ort, in the first call of the new Framework Programme for

Research (FP7) the European Commission has agreed to co-fund the S-Cube network of

excellence in service-oriented computing. S-Cube’s plans for further research are presented

in chapter 21.
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